The cafeteria system in Hungary: past, present and future
JÓZSEF POÓR – KATALIN ÓHEGYI
Cafeteria is a unique form of flexible benefits systems which emerged as a consequence of
particular regulations of tax- and social security contributions in Hungary. The system was
invented when tax reliefs were provided for certain benefit provisions to serve economic and
social goals. From the beginning of next year significant changes are expected to take effect
related to the taxation of benefits. This will require employers and benefit providers to adjust
their strategy and update their policies. The coming change prompted the analysis of the
evolution of the cafeteria system from 1996 until today, especially the drivers of the key
changes and the facts how the key players (employers and providers) adapted to the changes.
We also look into the expected direction next year and its impact on the benefit policies of
employers, and also offer some alternatives to consider as a response to the challenges of the
changing environment.
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1. Introduction
Cafeteria systems appeared in Hungary in the 90’s and since then they became widespread,
the majority of the employers offers them as part of their compensation package.
It is important to the employers that the cafeteria system contributes to the
competitiveness of the compensation package, thus increasing the commitment and
satisfaction of their employees. Another important factor is the cost effectiveness of the
system versus other compensation elements, such as cash compensation. Therefore,
employers keep adopting their packages to optimize to the regulatory environment at any
given time.
Despite all efforts on designing and communicating total compensation packages,
Hungarian employees still focus on cash compensation, especially on the guaranteed
elements. However, the cafeteria systems are popular, the limited usage and the time
constraint of use still makes people focus on cash.
The government also influences the preference of benefit provisions through tax- and
social security regulations in order to support macroeconomic and social purposes, changing
the regulations each year. In 2012 further changes are expected to transform the cafeteria
system.
Despite the taxes and the constant changes it could be still feasible to maintain the
cafeteria system for employers as long as they can optimize the prevalence of HR goals and
cost effectiveness in the ever changing environment.
In this study we look back to the history of cafeteria system in Hungary from the early
1990’s until today. We also introduce a recent research on how employers provide cafeteria
benefits in Hungary today and how they perceive the future of cafeteria. Finally, we look into
the expected directions next year and its impact on the benefit policies of the employers.
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2. Cafetteria beneffits
2.1. Oriigin of flexibble benefit plans
p
Benefitss are only one part off the total ccompensatio
on. A broad
der definitiion sees ben
nefits as
“part of the total compensation packagge, other than
t
pay for
fo time woorked, prov
vided to
employeees in wholle or in part by employyer paymentts” (Milkoviich at al 20111). There are
a some
key chaaracteristics which diffferentiate thhe benefits from
f
other compensatiion elementts: it is a
non-cassh, not linkeed to indiviidual perforrmance, aim
med to increease employyee satisfacction and
committment and thhe improvem
ment of com
mpetitivenesss of the com
mpensationn package.
Figure 1. Benefitts in the totaal compensaation structuure

Source: Mercer
M
(2004)

A
According too the flexib
ble approacch (cafeteriia benefits systems) ssome comp
pensation
elementts were inveented in thee US wheree it widely spread in th
he 70’s andd 80’s, espeecially in
the areaa of benefitss. It means that there iss a “menu” of possiblee benefit proovisions and
d related
costs, annd employeees can choo
ose the elem
ments they prefer
p
within
n the availaable allowan
nce. This
allows eemployees to optimizee the benefitt package to their lifesstyle and prreferences (Fragner
(
1975). T
This way thhe perceived value of benefits maay be maximized. Theese systems became
very poopular amonng employeees howeverr, it also required addiitional admiin efforts and
a costs
by the eemployer.
A
Advantages of such fleexible systeems includeed the possibility of individualizing the
benefitss package by
b employeees, which became an
n important considerattion as the war for
talent beecame fierccer, and the attraction aand the reten
ntion of the employeess put more emphasis
e
on the iindividual. Outside
O
thiss there weree other advaantages, succh as improoved cost co
ontrol by
the empployer or thee ease of haarmonisatioon, e.g. in th
he case of in
ntegration oof two organ
nisations
(e.g. durring M&Ass).
Thhese plans were impleemented inn the UK in
n the early 80’s to adddress the changing
c
workforrce, such as
a the preseence of moore women, minoritiess, single paarents or part
p
time
workerss (Meyer 20000), and beecame wideespread in th
he 90’s, esp
pecially in tthe UK and
d Ireland.
Later thhe flex systeems becamee widely useed in Europ
pe (Poór 200
07). Althouugh it started
d to gain
presence in Asia, it
i still has laarge potentiials as the employmen
e
nt trends aree changing there, as
well (C
Chow 2011).. In the US
S there is a wider rang
ge of flexiblle elementss, including
g salaries
and equuity provisioons (Halterm
man 2000), whilst in Europe
E
due to
t the differrent regulattions and
state proovisions fleexible plans are structurred differen
ntly (Culbreth et al 200 9).
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2.2. Thee evolution of
o benefit plans in Hunngary
Prior too the markett economy, employerss in Hungary provided wide rangee of benefitts. These
were m
mainly social provision,, such as uusage of thee company’s holiday fa
facilities, su
ubsidised
meals inn the compaany’s canteeen, health & safety relaated provisio
ons or comppany products).
A
After the intrroduction of
o the persoonal incomee tax in 198
88 the wagees were gro
ossed up,
but the benefit prrovisions reemained taxx free, providing a clear cost aadvantage for
f these
benefitss.
D
During the prrivatization of compannies, especiaally those with
w foreign ownership,, the role
of beneefits was ree-evaluated in the tottal compen
nsation pack
kage. Internnational co
ompanies
attempteed to implem
ment their compensatio
c
on philosop
phy regardin
ng base payy, incentivess, as well
as beneffits – they adopted
a
theiir approachh in the Hun
ngarian regu
ulatory envirronment. Th
he range
of proviisions was still
s based on
o the heritaage of the prre-market economy eraa.
Laater voucheers appeareed instead oof direct su
ubsidising (e.g. meal vouchers, vacation
voucherrs). In paralllel with thiis, providerrs of benefitt services entered the m
market offeering not
only thee vouchers themselves, but also pprofessionall advice, inffrastructure and admin
nistration
servicess.
G
Government influence on benefit choices allso becamee prevailantt. The gov
vernment
limited the tax exeemption to a defined raange of ben
nefits which
h were suppported, and imposed
p
Later each year the range and thee maximum
m tax-free
high taxx to the restt of in kind provisions.
amount of benefits were slighttly changedd. In 2010 a preferentiaal tax rate w
was introducced to all
benefitss which werre not required by the llaw and preeviously werre tax-free. Figure 2 sh
hows the
changess of the totaal cost of benefits
b
betw
ween 2008 and 2011 as
a the tax aand the conttribution
rates weere changing each yearr.
Figure 2. Tax imppact on net benefits
b
200
08-2011

Sourcce: own consttruction

Thhere is ratioonale why employers
e
im
mplemented
d benefits packages
p
vaariously. On
ne end of
the spectrum (typiically emplloyers in hhighly cost sensitive industries
i
oor with low
wer paid
employeee base) waanted to max
ximize the ttax advantaages, some even
e
offeredd benefits in lieu of
salary iincreases. Others
O
aim
med to impplement a strategic compensatioon approach
h (often
stemmeed from the mother com
mpany) withh main focu
us to attractt and retainn the best peeople on
the markket – cost consideratio
c
ns were alsoo importantt in these caases.
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Flexible plans were adopted early in the privatisation era in the 90’s, not only by
international companies, but large state-owned employers also introduced such benefit
packages. Gradually cafeteria benefits were widely spread in Hungary.
Several variations came into practice. Most companies kept a fixed provision, i.e.
provided the same fixed benefit elements to the same employee groups. Others defined a
range of core benefits and provided flex choice to the larger part of the allowance, or gave a
fully flexible allowance to employees.
3. The research
3.1. Background
The Management and HR Research Centre at Szent István University and Larskol Consultants
carried out a research where they looked into the effect of the economic crisis and the changes
in tax and social security regulations on the cafeteria policies of the employers.
Participation in the research was voluntary and free of charge, and data were handled
with appropriate confidentiality and security. The technique of the data collection was websurvey.
The research is based on a questionnaire with 10 sections:
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

basic data of the participating firm,
the descriptive features of the firm,
the benefit systems applied at the firm,
guaranteed benefits,
flexible benefits,
considerations related to operating the cafeteria systems,
cafeteria allowances,
cafeteria systems after the changed tax environment in 2011,
willingness to implement a flexible system where it is not available,
future of the benefits in kind.

In the study the conclusions were based on descriptive statistical features such as
averages, frequencies and distributions.
Out of the 221 completed questionnaires, there were 176 validated. The research was
benchmark type, which intends to provide basis for comparison for future research. In
addition, it intended to get a snapshot on how companies perceive the role of benefits in the
current environment.
Although the sample is not fully representing the Hungarian employers, the list of the
participants includes some major or leading organizations, and also a variety of sectors and
sizes are represented, therefore, the results illustrate the tendencies in benefits policies.
3.2. Key findings
In this section we introduce the most important findings from the detailed analysis of the data.
92% of the respondents offer some kind of benefits outside the wages. However, only
57% of them provide the possibility of flexible choice to their employees, either with a core +
flex or in a full flex package.
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Figure 3.
3 Distributiion of typiccal benefit sttructures

Source: ownn construction
n

on and the offering off flexible
Thhere is a coonnection between the size of thee organisatio
choice. 70% of thhe companiees which em
mploy morre than 1000 people ddo have caffeteria in
place, aand only 20%
% of those companies
c
w
which emplloy 10 or lesss people.
Thhe most poppular cafeteeria elementts are the beenefits with the preferen
ential tax ratte. There
is one nnew item onn the list: en
ntry to sportt event, whiich is not yeet widely offfered despiite it has
tax free status, and it did not appear
a
amonng the most popular guaranteed eleements, eith
her.
Figu
ure 4. Mostt popular cafeteria elem
ments

Sourcce: own consttruction

pondents
Regarding thhe year of implementaation, moree than threee quarter off those resp
who already introdduced cafeteeria introducced the system before 2009.
2
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Fig
gure 5. Cafeeteria impleementation year
y

Source: ow
wn constructio
on

Inn the last thhree years the
t cafeteriaa gained prresence in the
t public ssector, this was the
main drriver durinng the impllementationns post 200
08. Only 11
1 organisaations implemented
cafeteriaa after ceasing the tax exemptioon on benefits. 45% of
o these opperate in the public
sector.
A
Another interesting poin
nt is the m
main purpose why orgaanisations iintroduced cafeteria
systemss. The abiliity to plan the costs aand using th
he advantag
ges of the ttax exempttions are
among the leadingg reasons. The
T early aadopters off cafeteria put
p far morre emphasiss on the
employeee commitm
ment and reetention, as well as thee employer’s reputationn, although the cost
considerations werre also imp
portant to thhem. In thee latest imp
plementatioons the costt related
motivattion was dom
minating am
mong the org
rganisations.
Fig
gure 6. Reassons to impllement cafetteria

Sourcce: own consttruction

A
Another surrprising fin
nding is thhat 39% of
o the resp
pondents nnever evalu
uate the
effectivveness of thhe cafeteriaa system, 442% look at
a it occasionally, andd only 19%
% of the
employeers carry out
o a regullar review among wh
hich 77% of
o these coompanies are
a large
organisaations.
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A
As far as thee administrration is conncerned, 87
7% of the companies
c
operate thee system
with in--house adm
ministration. Outsourcinng the wholle or a partt of the adm
ministration is more
typical among thee large orgaanisations, as well. Th
he most ty
ypical adminnistration tools
t
are
spreadshheets (38%
%) and cafetteria solutioons integratted into thee payroll syystems (34%
%). Only
9% of thhe companiies administter the systeems on papeer.
3.3. Caffeteria and taxation
Before 22010 a rangge of benefits up to a liimit enjoyed
d tax exemp
ption. In 20110 tax was imposed
on thesse benefits,, as well. However, the tax raate was preeferential aand social security
contribuutions weree also not implemente
i
ed, still leav
ving consid
derable costt advantagee among
those prrovisions which did not qualify forr the preferrential tax raate. The taxx should be paid
p and
declaredd by the em
mployer but there is a poossibility to
o pass on the tax burdeen to the em
mployees.
We weere interestted to seee how thee companiees in our sample reeacted to the tax
implem
mentation.
Figure
F
7. Taax paymentt on cafeteriia

Sourcce: own consttruction

W
We have found that the majority off the compaanies passed
d on the tax burden fullly (58%)
or partlyy (14%) to the employ
yees. Only 227% of the companies undertook the addition
nal costs
resultingg from the taxes.
t
tax slightly
Inn 2011 the cost
c of the preferential
p
y reduced frrom 25% too 19,4%. In parallel,
30% inccreased the available annual
a
amouunt. Howev
ver, the majo
ority of com
mpanies (57
7%) kept
the allowance of thhe previouss year, and 12% chang
ged it. Our assumptionn is that all of these
reactionns could ressult at least to maintainn, in some cases
c
to incrrease, the nnet value off benefits
to the employees. If
I the comp
pany works on gross alllowance baasis and passsing on thee full tax
to the eemployees and
a the allo
owance is uunchanged, then the em
mployees bbenefit from
m the tax
reductioon. If the coompany offfers benefit s on a net basis
b
to thee employeess (i.e. the company
c
takes alll the tax chharges), theen there is a room for slight increease of the allowance and still
maintainning the sam
me costs as in 2010.
4. The ffuture of caafeteria ben
nefits in Hu
ungary
Our reseearch suppoorts our hyp
pothesis: 799% of the reespondents still think thhat the prov
vision of
the cafeeteria beneffits is still a compelliing proposiition due to
o the savinngs allowed
d by the
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preferential taxes. 21% of the respondents argued that the cost advantages of cafeteria benefits
diminished over time and it is less appealing for them to provide it. The latter view is more
typical among the small and medium-sized companies which pay less attention to the
potential advantages of providing cafeteria plan.
In 2012 significant changes are expected to the range and the use of benefits with
preferential taxation. Although at the date of writing this article the tax laws for next year are
not yet known, we anticipated the government’s intentions based on a ministry proposal and a
related draft governmental resolution (National Ministry of Economic Affairs 2011). The key
theme of the proposal is to align the tax preferences with the macroeconomic policies: to
drive consumption in specific sectors (e.g. tourism), to support social purposes, and to
incentivise self-provision (e.g. pension and health care savings).
It is also expected that the total provision as well as the provision of the individual
elements with preferential taxation will be limited to a specific amount.
The so called Széchenyi card (SZÉP card) is proposed to be linked to 3 different
accounts: one will be the same as the current provision. Most likely there will be a meal
account, as well as a recreational account. In parallel with these changes there is an intention
to scale out the vouchers from the system, although this may take several years, as the
infrastructure for the card usage need to be expanded countrywide. Therefore, we anticipate
that the vouchers will remain in place for some period of time in parallel with the SZÉP card.
However, based on the proposal, it is expected that in the longer term the state would like to
take more control of issuing vouchers or cards representing preferential benefits.
To Incentivise self-provisioning, especially on the area of health care and pensions it is
a declared governmental objective. Therefore, the voluntary health funds and voluntary
pension funds will remain in the preferential tax category. There are overlapping services
between the SZÉP card and the voluntary health fund. It is recommended for consideration to
separate the usage of these two benefits, i.e. the recreational part will be taken over by the
SZÉP card, and the voluntary health funds may be used only for medical products and
services.
The local travel passes will remain in the preferential tax rate. This serves not only
social purposes, but also aims to increase the mobility of the workforce. It is also likely that
there will be no change related to the “back to school” voucher, and the sport entry tickets
will remain tax-free up to a limited amount.
The internet usage will not only lose its preferential status, but it is also likely that it no
longer will be qualified as “benefit in kind” for tax purposes, i.e. from taxation point of view
it will be equivalent to cash compensation.
An important element for the employers is the cost containment. Organisations control
the total compensation costs within which cafeteria is only one segment. However, it is easier
to change it than the salaries, which are guaranteed. Therefore, under governmental pressure
on employers to compensate the disadvantages of the tax changes through wage increases, in
certain employee groups it could lead to reduction of other compensation elements which are
above the statutory requirements, such as variable pay or benefits. The reaction to the
complex tax regulation changes and its impact on benefits need to be researched once
companies re-assessed their strategy in light of all the changes.
Administration costs are other factors to be considered. If the admin burdens require too
much effort and costs (e.g. re-configuration of systems, training of benefit admin staff, renegotiation or conclusion of new supplier contracts, etc.) this could work against the flexible
systems. If the administration could be simplified, it could incentivise more employers to
consider the implementation of the flexible choice.
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5. Conclusions
Cafeteria benefits are attractive elements of the reward packages. The flexible choice is
valued by the employees. The growth of cafeteria systems in Hungary is continuous since the
90’, especially due to the influence of international firms, as well as due to tax advantages.
Cost efficiency is one of the most important criteria employers consider when
implementing or reconfiguring their flexible benefit system. Therefore, elements with
preferred tax rates prevail. The government expresses its influence on the preferred elements
through preferential tax rates for certain elements. In the past years the gap between the
preferential and non-preferential tax rates on benefits narrowed, however, there is still
tangible difference which makes it feasible for companies to continue the provision of the
benefits in the future. However, the regulatory environment goes through a variety of changes
in the area of tax, social security, labour law, etc., which requires companies to review their
practices through an integrated approach.
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